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Abstract In this paper, we present a new general formulation for multiobjective optimization that can accommodate several interactive methods of different types (regarding various
types of preference information required from the decision maker). This formulation provides a comfortable implementation framework for a general interactive system and allows
the decision maker to conveniently apply several interactive methods in one solution process.
In other words, the decision maker can at each iteration of the solution process choose how
to give preference information to direct the interactive solution process, and the formulation
enables changing the type of preferences, that is, the method used, whenever desired. The
first general formulation, GLIDE, included eight interactive methods utilizing four types of
preferences. Here we present an improved version where we pay special attention to the
computational efficiency (especially significant for large and complex problems), by eliminating some constraints and parameters of the original formulation. To be more specific, we
propose two new formulations, depending on whether the multiobjective optimization problem to be considered is differentiable or not. Some computational tests are reported showing
improvements in all cases. The generality of the new improved formulations is supported by
the fact that they can accommodate six interactive methods more, that is, a total of fourteen
interactive methods, just by adjusting parameter values.
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1 Introduction
Multiobjective optimization problems involve multiple conflicting objectives to be optimized simultaneously. Having conflicting objectives means that it is not possible to find
a feasible solution where all the objectives could reach their individual optima but one must
find the most satisfactory compromise between the objectives. These compromise solutions,
where none of the objectives can be improved without impairing at least one of the others,
are often referred to as Pareto optimal, efficient or noninferior solutions. Some preference
information, typically coming from a human decision maker (DM), is required to determine
which of them should be the most preferred solution, to be called the final solution.
The role of multiobjective optimization methods can be seen as supporting the DM in
finding and identifying the most preferred solution. Many different approaches and methods
have been proposed in the literature for this purpose (see, e.g., Chankong and Haimes 1983;
Hwang and Masud 1979; Miettinen 1999; Sawaragi et al. 1985; Steuer 1986; Chinchuluun
and Pardalos 2007). For example, in Hwang and Masud (1979), Miettinen (1999), methods
are classified according to the role of the DM in a priori, a posteriori and interactive methods,
where preferences are specified before, after or during the solution process, respectively. The
fourth class is for methods where no DM is involved. Many methods convert the multiple
objectives and the preference information into a scalarized single objective optimization
problem which can be solved with any appropriate optimization method and the efficiency
of the resulting solutions can be proven for many scalarizing functions.
Interactive methods (Miettinen 1999; Miettinen and Hakanen 2009; Miettinen et al.
2008) have become popular because they, for example, allow the DM to learn about the
problem and one’s preferences during the solution process and to concentrate on such efficient solutions that are interesting (thus decreasing the amount of efficient solutions to be
compared, minimizing the cognitive load on the DM). In Miettinen and Hakanen (2009), the
main steps of a general interactive method are briefly summarized as follows: (1) Initialize
(e.g. calculate ranges of efficient solutions and show the corresponding objective function
values to the DM), (2) generate an efficient starting point (some neutral compromise solution
or solution given by the DM), (3) ask for preference information from the DM, (4) generate
new efficient solution(s) according to the preferences and show it/them and possibly some
information about the problem to the DM. If several solutions were generated, ask the DM
to select the best solution so far, and (6) stop iterating, if the DM wants so. Otherwise, go to
step (3).
Widely used ways of specifying preference information are the following four types:
specification of desirable objective function values known as aspiration or reference levels,
classification of objective functions according to how their values should change (i.e., to
improve, impair or maintain the current value), selection of one from a small set of efficient
solutions and specification of marginal rates of substitution (that is, the amount of decrement in the value of one objective function that compensates an infinitesimal increment
in the value of another one, while the values of all the other objectives remain unaltered).
Typically, by selecting a method, one fixes the type of preference information used, but it
may be desirable to change the type of preferences during the solution process. For this
reason, global formulations that can accommodate methods of different kinds can be useful for real decision processes. In this line, Gardiner and Steuer (1994a, 1994b) suggested a
unified algorithm which contains from nine to thirteen different methods, although its implementation turns out to be a hard task. In Ogryczak and Lahoda (2006), goal programming
implementation techniques are used to modelize the aspiration-reservation-based decision
support approach, and in Romero (1993), a general optimization structure is proposed for
several variants of goal programming as well as some other methods.
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In this paper, we concentrate on interactive approaches for continuous problems and discuss a global formulation including many interactive methods as its special cases. By giving
a global formulation for interactive methods we enable creating a system where different interactive methods and, thus, different types of preference information, can be utilized without the need of implementing each of them separately. Instead, different methods can be
obtained by simply adjusting the parameters of the global formulation. In our earlier work
(Luque et al. 2011), we developed a global formulation for multiobjective optimization,
which can accommodate eight interactive methods. This allows us to carry out a computational implementation of a general interactive procedure in an easy and comfortable way. To
be more specific, in Luque et al. (2011), we defined a general scalarized formulation called
GLIDE (GLobal Interactive Decision Environment) as
⎧
k
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
ωih (fi (x) − qih )
minimize
α
+
ρ
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
i=1
⎪
⎨
h
(1)
(GLIDE)
subject to μi (fi (x) − qih ) ≤ α (i = 1, . . . , k)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
fi (x) ≤ εih + sε · εih (i = 1, . . . , k)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
x ∈ S,
where, by changing the values of the parameters α, ρ, ωih , qih , μhi , εih , sε and εih , we
can obtain the (intermediate) single objective scalarized problems used by eight different
interactive methods to generate the efficient solution(s) of the next iteration. Behind (1), the
original multiobjective optimization problem has k objective functions fi to be minimized
subject to x ∈ S.
When solving real-life applications, the objective and constraint function evaluations
may be time-consuming and they may, for example, be derived from modelling and simulation tools. For instance, a simulator may have to solve a system of partial differential
equations whenever an objective or constraint function value is needed. Such simulationbased optimization problems are examples of cases where computational cost plays an important role. Examples of such simulation-based problems are optimal shape design of ultrasonic transducers (Heikkola et al. 2006), radiotherapy treatment planning (Ruotsalainen
et al. 2009), heat exchanger network synthesis (Laukkanen et al. 2010) and separation of
glucose and fructose (Hakanen et al. 2007). When using an interactive method, the iterative nature of the solution process requires many optimization problems to be solved. Thus,
computational savings per each iteration accumulate and even small savings per iteration do
count.
Unfortunately, the formulation in (1) does not pay any special attention to computational
efficiency. Because the interactive nature of the solution process suffers if the DM must
wait for the next efficient solution to be generated, one should aim at minimizing computational cost. To this end, in this paper, we introduce an improved formulation, GLIDE-II, by
reformulating GLIDE and eliminating some constraints and parameters.
Because taking the special characteristics of the problem in question into account allows using more efficient optimization methods, it is advantageous to pay attention, e.g.,
to differentiability aspects. For this reason, we here propose two different formulations of
GLIDE-II. If the original problem is differentiable, we can formulate the general scalarized
problem so that it preserves differentiability. This means that the problem can be solved
using single objective solvers utilizing differentiability. Besides, this formulation also preserves other properties (for example, convexity) of the original problem. On the other hand,
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the nondifferentiable formulation of GLIDE-II has a reduced number of constraints. So, this
formulation is advisable to be used for nondifferentiable problems and it can be solved with
any appropriate nondifferentiable or global solver (whatever is needed).
In Luque et al. (2011), we presented a flexible global interactive solution scheme which
allows the DM to choose the kind of information one wants to provide at each iteration of
the interactive solution process. Our GLIDE and GLIDE-II formulations cover interactive
methods using the four interaction styles described above to specify preference information
to direct the search. Even though GLIDE-II can be the core of any interactive multiobjective optimization system that needs to accommodate different interactive methods, we want
to emphasize that the global solution scheme presented in Luque et al. (2011) can be used
with GLIDE-II instead of GLIDE. In this global scheme, the DM can conveniently change
the type of preference information between iterations if so desired. Implementation of such
a system is an answer to the challenge proposed in Kaliszewski (2004) about creating environments where different methods are present and where the DM can freely select the
method and switch between methods. When using separate methods such a flexible solution approach is not possible. Examples mentioned above represent some application areas
where multiobjective optimization problems can be encountered and where availability of
more efficient methods can significantly increase the utilization of multiobjective optimization methods.
Furthermore, we have generalized GLIDE-II by pointing out six more interactive methods which can be covered by GLIDE-II formulations. This makes it possible to cover fourteen interactive methods in total. Therefore, this enables using GLIDE-II in a synchronous
way, like in Miettinen and Mäkelä (2006). That is, with the same preference information
provided by the DM, several solutions can be obtained by applying the different methods
covered by our global formulation to offer the DM more solutions reflecting the preferences
expressed. Thanks to the computational efficiency of GLIDE-II, it is fast to generate them.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce the main concepts
and notations used. Then we can describe and discuss two versions of GLIDE-II, the improved global interactive multiobjective formulation in Sect. 3. We report results of some
computational experiments with various test problems concentrating on comparing the efficiency of GLIDE and GLIDE-II in Sect. 4 and conclude in Sect. 5. Finally, the Appendix is
devoted to six more interactive methods that GLIDE-II can cover.

2 Concepts and notations
We consider multiobjective optimization problems of the form
minimize

{f1 (x), f2 (x), . . . , fk (x)}

subject to

x ∈ S,

(2)

involving k (≥ 2) conflicting objective functions fi : S → R that we want to minimize simultaneously. The decision variables x = (x1 , . . . , xn )T belong to the nonempty compact
feasible region S ⊂ Rn . Objective vectors in objective space Rk consist of objective values f(x) = (f1 (x), . . . , fk (x))T and the image of the feasible region is called the feasible
objective region Z = f(S).
In multiobjective optimization, objective vectors are regarded as optimal if none of their
components can be improved without deteriorating at least one of the others. More precisely,
a decision vector x ∈ S is said to be efficient if there does not exist another x ∈ S such that
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fi (x) ≤ fi (x ) for all i = 1, . . . , k and fj (x) < fj (x ) for at least one index j . On the other
hand, a decision vector x ∈ S is said to be weakly efficient for problem (2) if there does
not exist another x ∈ S such that fi (x) < fi (x ) for all i = 1, . . . , k. The corresponding
objective vectors f(x) are called (weakly) nondominated objective vectors. Note that the set
of nondominated solutions is a subset of weakly nondominated solutions.
Let us assume that for problem (2) the set of nondominated objective vectors contains
more than one vector. From a computational point of view, it is often useful to know the
ranges of objective vectors in the set of nondominated solutions. We calculate the ideal
objective vector z = (z1 , . . . , zk )T ∈ Rk by minimizing each objective function individually
in the feasible region, that is, zi = minx∈S fi (x) = minx∈E fi (x) for all i = 1, . . . , k, where E
is the set of efficient solutions. This gives lower bounds for the objectives. The upper bounds,
that is, the components of the nadir objective vector znad = (z1nad , . . . , zknad )T , can be defined
as zinad = maxx∈E fi (x) for all i = 1, . . . , k. In practice, the nadir objective vector is usually
difficult to obtain. Its components can be approximated using a pay-off table but in general
this kind of an estimate is not necessarily too good. (For details, see, e.g., Miettinen 1999
and references therein. Lately, some approaches for more reliable nadir vector generation
have been proposed e.g. in Deb and Miettinen 2010; Deb et al. 2010.) Alternatively, we can
ask the DM to specify worst possible objective function values and regard this as the nadir
point. However, when specifying the worst objective function values, one must keep in mind
that it will not be possible to go beyond these values during the solution process.
Furthermore, sometimes a utopian objective vector z = (z1 , . . . , zk )T is defined as
a vector strictly better than the ideal objective vector. To this end, we set zi = zi − ε
(i = 1, . . . , k), where ε > 0 is a small real number. This vector can be considered instead of
an ideal objective vector in order to avoid the case where ideal and nadir values are equal
or very close to each other. In what follows, we assume that the set of nondominated objective vectors is bounded and that we have global estimates of the ranges of nondominated
solutions available.
All nondominated solutions can be regarded as equally desirable in the mathematical
sense and therefore, a decision maker (DM) has to identify the most preferred one among
them. A DM is a person who can express preference information related to the conflicting
objectives.
In this paper, it will be assumed that the solution process is carried out using some interactive method (the general features of this class of methods have been described in Sect. 1).
In what follows, if h denotes the current iteration, we denote the current efficient solution
by xh , and its corresponding nondominated image in the objective space by f h . When using
a reference point or classification scheme, the point consisting of the reference levels (or
aspiration levels) is referred to as a reference point q̂h = (q̂1h , . . . , q̂kh ).
3 GLIDE-II: an improved global interactive multiobjective formulation
In this section, we propose a new formulation for the GLobal Interactive Decision Environment (GLIDE) for multiobjective problems, which has been designed in order to improve
the computational efficiency of (1). By introducing two new index sets, the number of constraints and parameters will be reduced (the actual reductions will depend on the specific
interactive method considered). Depending on the differentiability of problem (2), we define a formulation called (GLIDE II-Dif), which allows us to maintain the differentiability
of the problem, and another one called (GLIDE II-NDif), designed for nondifferentiable
problems, whose number of constraints is reduced by incorporating the constraints defined
by the minimax distance into the scalarizing function.
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For the multiobjective optimization problem (2), the (GLIDE II-Dif) formulation is defined as follows

(GLIDE II-Dif)

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
minimize
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
subject to
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

α+ρ

k


ωih (fi (x) − qih )

i=1

μhi (fi (x) − qih )

≤α

fi (x) ≤ εih + sε · εih

for i ∈ Iαh

(3)

for i ∈ Iεh

x ∈ S,

and the (GLIDE II-NDif) formulation as
⎧
k

⎪
⎪
h
h
⎪
{μ
(f
(x)
−
q
)}
+
ρ
ωih (fi (x) − qih )
minimize
max
⎪
i
i
i
⎪
⎨
i∈Iαh
i=1
(GLIDE II-NDif)
h
h
⎪
⎪
subject to fi (x) ≤ εi + sε · εi for i ∈ Iεh
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
x ∈ S,

(4)

where x ∈ Rn and α ∈ R are the variables. Besides, there are a series of real parameters (α,
ρ ≥ 0, ωih ≥ 0, qih , μhi ≥ 0, εih , sε ≥ 0 and εih ) and two index sets, Iαh and Iεh , which are
subsets of {1, . . . , k}. It must be noted that problems (3) and (4) are equivalent. Their optimal
solution will be denoted by xh+1 and the corresponding objective vector by f h+1 = f(xh+1 ).
By changing the values of the parameters (as will be described in Tables 1–7), formulations (3) and (4) can be transformed into the (intermediate) single objective problems used
by eight different interactive methods to generate the solution of the next iteration, and thus,
the (weak, proper) efficiency of the corresponding optimal solution is guaranteed as in each
original method. In addition, six new methods have been incorporated in the formulation
as demonstrated in the Appendix. Nevertheless, the following theorem gives general results
about the efficiency of the optimal solutions of problems (3) and (4), depending on the values
of some parameters.
Theorem 1 Let xh+1 be an optimal solution of problem (3) (or (4)). Then, the following
statements hold:
(i) If f(xh+1 ) is the unique optimal solution of (3) (or (4)) in the objective space, then xh+1
is an efficient solution of problem (2).
(ii) If ρ > 0, and
(ii-a) If ωih > 0 (i = 1, . . . , k), then xh+1 is an efficient solution of problem (2).
(ii-b) If there exist i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, such that ωih > 0 and ωjh = 0, then xh+1 is a weakly
efficient solution of problem (2).
(iii) If Iαh = ∅, and μhi > 0 (for i ∈ Iαh ), then xh+1 is a weakly efficient solution of problem
(2).
Proof Given that problems (3) and (4) are equivalent, we will prove the theorem for (4).
Therefore, let us assume that xh+1 is an optimal solution of problem (4).
First, let us assume that there exists a decision vector x∗ ∈ S such that fi (x∗ ) ≤ fi (xh+1 ),
for all i = 1, . . . , k, and fl (x∗ ) < fl (xh+1 ), for some l ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then,
fi (x∗ ) ≤ fi (xh+1 ) ≤ εih + sε · εih

(i ∈ Iεh ),
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which means that x∗ is feasible for (4). Besides, the two following inequalities hold:
max{μhi (fi (x∗ ) − qih )} ≤ max{μhi (fi (xh+1 ) − qih )},
i∈Iαh

ρ

k


i∈Iαh

ωih (fi (x∗ ) − qih ) ≤ ρ

i=1

k


ωih (fi (xh+1 ) − qih ),

i=1

which implies that f(x∗ ) = f(xh+1 ). This proves (i) directly. On the other hand, if ρ > 0 and
ωih > 0, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, then the second inequality is strict, and this contradicts the
optimality of xh+1 and thus proves (ii-a).
Second, let us assume that there exists a decision vector x∗ ∈ S such that fi (x∗ ) <
fi (xh+1 ), for all i = 1, . . . , k. Following the same reasoning as before, x∗ is feasible for (4)
and verifies the previous inequalities. Besides, if ρ > 0 and ωih > 0, for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
then the second inequality is strict, which contradicts the fact that xh+1 is an optimal solution of problem (4), and thus proves (ii-b). In the same way, if Iαh = ∅ and μhi > 0, for all
i ∈ Iαh then the first inequality is strict and thus proves (iii). This completes the proof of the
theorem.

It is important to point out that all the efficient solutions of problem (2) can be obtained
using this global scalarized formulation with adequate values for the parameters. For example, if we set Iαh = {1, . . . , k}, Iεh = ∅ and μhi > 0 (i = 1, . . . , k), we get the achievement
scalarizing function defined in Wierzbicki (1980), which covers the whole efficient set (i.e.
every efficient solution can be obtained by setting an appropriate reference point).
As it was pointed out before, in Luque et al. (2011) we have considered eight different
interactive methods, which have been classified according to their iteration style. Next, we
will specify the values that have to be given to the parameters of models (3) and (4), in order
to get the intermediate problems of the eight methods considered (Tables 1–7). Later, in the
Appendix, we will specify parameters for six more methods (in Tables 12–18), which are
also supported by the formulations introduced. Thus, (3) and (4) include a total of fourteen
interactive methods as special cases.
3.1 Reference level methods
In this section, we assume that the DM wishes to specify reference levels (also known as aspiration levels) to be reached by each objective function. Let us denote by q̂h = (q̂1h , . . . , q̂kh )
the reference point given by the DM (consisting of reference or aspiration levels). Formulations (3) and (4) can include, among others, the following reference point based interactive
methods.
3.1.1 Reference point method
The reference point method utilizing an achievement scalarizing function was proposed in
Wierzbicki (1980). The intermediate solutions of this method are obtained by solving the
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Table 1 Reference point method

Here i = 1, . . . , k

Index sets

Iαh = {1, . . . , k}

Iεh = ∅

Weights

ωih = 1

ρ>0

Reference levels

qih = q̂ih

1
μhi = nad
zi − zi

Objective bounds

–

–

–

following problem
k

(fi (x) − q̂ih )

α+ρ

minimize

i=1

subject to

fi (x) − q̂ih
≤α
zinad − zi

(i = 1, . . . , k)

x ∈ S,
or, equivalently,

minimize
subject to

max

i=1,...,k


k

fi (x) − q̂ih
(fi (x) − q̂ih )
+
ρ
zinad − zi
i=1

x ∈ S.

These problems are achieved in formulations (3) and (4), by considering the parameters and
index sets indicated in Table 1.
We can generate more solutions with the same preference information by considering
perturbations of the reference point, as suggested in Wierzbicki (1980). This just means
changing the values of q̂jh , in Table 1.
3.1.2 GUESS method
In the GUESS method, defined in Buchanan (1997), the problem solved at each iteration is
the following:
minimize

α

subject to

fi (x) − q̂ih
≤α
zinad − q̂ih

(i = 1, . . . , k)

x ∈ S,
or, if the nondifferentiable scheme is used,

minimize
subject to

max

i=1,...,k

fi (x) − q̂ih
zinad − q̂ih



x ∈ S.

These problems can be obtained from formulations (3) and (4), by considering the parameters and index sets indicated in Table 2.
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Table 2 GUESS method

Here i = 1, . . . , k

Index sets

Iαh = {1, . . . , k}

Iεh = ∅

Weights

ωih = 0

ρ=0

Reference levels

qih = q̂ih

1
μhi = nad
zi − q̂ih

Objective bounds

–

–

–

Let us add that there exist methods which use more or less elaborated achievement
scalarizing functions, including piecewise linear functions like Grauer et al. (1984) or
Lewandowski et al. (1989). In order to include these variants in GLIDE-II, however, modifications of the formulation (including new sets of constraints) would be necessary. On
the other hand, double reference point schemes utilizing both aspiration levels and reservation levels (describing objective values that should be achieved according to the DM) for
each objective can also be found in the literature. But again, the formulation, given e.g.
in Wierzbicki et al. (2000) is not compatible with GLIDE-II. Because we want our model
to be as simple as possible, we do not claim that we can handle all types of achievement
scalarizing functions. Instead, GLIDE-II covers only such reference point based methods
that use linear rescaling and/or bounding of objective values, allowing minmax and/or linear
aggregation.
3.2 Classification methods
Given the current nondominated objective vector f h , the DM may wish to classify the objective functions into several classes, according to how the current solution should be improved.
The following classification based interactive methods are considered.
3.2.1 NIMBUS method
The NIMBUS method was proposed in Miettinen (1999), Miettinen and Mäkelä (1995), Miettinen and Mäkelä (2006). Here we consider the formulation given in Miettinen and Mäkelä
(2006). Given the current nondominated objective vector f h , the DM has the possibility of
expressing desired changes in the current objective values by classifying the objective functions into up to five classes. For each objective function fi , the DM can decide to:
–
–
–
–
–

improve it as much as possible (i ∈ Ih< ),
improve it to a certain aspiration level q̂ih (i ∈ Ih≤ ),
regard it as satisfactory at its present value (i ∈ Ih= ),
allow to relax it to a certain level q̂ih (i ∈ Ih≥ ),
allow it to change freely (i ∈ Ih ).

Obviously, the union of all classes must be {1, . . . , k}, Ih< ∪Ih≤ = ∅ and Ih≥ ∪Ih = ∅. Besides,
it must be verified that q̂ih < fih for all i ∈ Ih≤ and q̂ih > fih for all i ∈ Ih≥ . For more details,
see the references above.
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Table 3 NIMBUS method
Iαh = Ih< ∪ Ih≤

Iεh = Ih< ∪ Ih≤ ∪ Ih= ∪ Ih≥

1
ωih = nad
(i = 1, . . . , k)
zi − zi
qih = zi∗ for i ∈ Ih<

1
μhi = nad
for i ∈ Ih< ∪ Ih≤
zi − zi

ρ>0

levels

qih = q̂ih for i ∈ Ih≤

Objective

εih = fih for i ∈ Ih< ∪ Ih≤ ∪ Ih=

εih = 0 (i = 1, . . . , k)

sε = 0

Index sets
Weights
Reference

εih = q̂ih for i ∈ Ih≥

bounds

A new NIMBUS solution is obtained by solving the problem
k


fi (x)
nad
z − zi
i=1 i

minimize

α+ρ

subject to

fi (x) − zi∗
≤α
zinad − zi

(i ∈ Ih< )

fi (x) − q̂ih
≤α
zinad − zi

(i ∈ Ih≤ )

fi (x) ≤ fih

(i ∈ Ih< ∪ Ih≤ ∪ Ih= )

fi (x) ≤ q̂ih

(i ∈ Ih≥ )

x ∈ S,
or, equivalently,
minimize

max
<
i∈Ih
j ∈Ih≤

subject to

h
fi (x) − zi∗ fj (x) − q̂j
,
zinad − zi∗∗ zjnad − zj∗∗

+ρ

fi (x) ≤ fih

(i ∈ Ih< ∪ Ih≤ ∪ Ih= )

fi (x) ≤ q̂ih

(i ∈ Ih≥ )

k

i=1

fi (x)
zinad − zi

x ∈ S.
Table 3 contains the parameters that have to be used in formulations (3) and (4), in order
to get the problems described above.
3.2.2 STEP and STOM methods
In the STEP method, proposed in Benayoun et al. (1971), the DM has the possibility of classifying all objective functions into three classes at each iteration. Given the current objective
values f h , these classes are:
– functions to be improved (i ∈ Ih≤ ),
– functions to be kept at their current values (i ∈ Ih= ) and
– functions allowed to be relaxed to a certain level q̂ih (i ∈ Ih≥ ).
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Table 4 STEP method
Index sets

Iαh = Ih≤

Iεh = {1, . . . , k}

Weights

ωih = 0 (i = 1, . . . , k)

μhi =

qih = zi for i ∈ Ih≤
εih = fih for i ∈ Ih≤ ∪ Ih=
εih = q̂ih for i ∈ Ih≥

εih = 0 (i = 1, . . . , k)

Reference levels
Objective
bounds

zinad − zi
max{|zinad |, |zi |}

for i ∈ Ih≤

ρ=0

sε = 0

The union of all classes must be equal to {1, . . . , k}, Ih≤ = ∅ and Ih≥ = ∅. Besides, it must be
verified that q̂ih > fih for all i ∈ Ih≥ .
Although the original STEP method was designed for linear problems, it was modified
in Eschenauer et al. (1990) to handle nonlinear problems. In this case, the single objective
optimization problems solved are
minimize

α

subject to

zinad − zi
(fi (x) − zi ) ≤ α
max{|zinad |, |zi |}
fi (x) ≤ fih

(i ∈ Ih≤ ∪ Ih= )

fi (x) ≤ q̂ih

(i ∈ Ih≥ )

(i ∈ Ih≤ )

x ∈ S,
or, in the nondifferentiable case,



zinad − zi

(x)
−
z
)
(f
i
i
max{|zinad |, |zi |}

minimize

max

subject to

fi (x) ≤ fih

i∈Ih≤

fi (x) ≤ q̂ih

(i ∈ Ih≤ ∪ Ih= )
(i ∈ Ih≥ )

x ∈ S.
These problems can be obtained in formulations (3) and (4), by considering the parameters
and index sets indicated in Table 4.
The satisficing trade-off method (STOM) (Nakayama and Sawaragi 1984), can also be
1
obtained, like the GUESS method, by setting qih = zi and μhi = q̂ h −z
 (i = 1, . . . , k). All
i

i

the other parameter values and index sets are the same ones as in the GUESS method (Table 2). The original STOM offers the possibility (under certain assumptions) to calculate
reference levels for objectives in Ih≥ , using sensitivity analysis (see Nakayama and Sawaragi
1984).
3.3 Generating methods
In some cases, the DM may want to see several nondominated solutions at each iteration,
and to choose his/her most preferred one. In these cases, the methods produce several solutions representing the zone of the nondominated set under study. This is the case of the
Tchebycheff method.
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Table 5 Tchebycheff method

Here i = 1, . . . , k

Index sets

Iαh = {1, . . . , k}

Iεh = ∅

Weights

ωih = 1

μhi (random)

ρ>0

Reference levels

qih = zi

Objective bounds

–

–

–

3.3.1 Tchebycheff method
In the Tchebycheff method (Steuer and Choo 1983), nondominated solutions are obtained
by solving, for several values of the vector of weights μh , the following problem:
k

(fi (x) − zi )

minimize

α+ρ

subject to

μhi (fi (x) − zi )

i=1

≤α

(i = 1, . . . , k)

x ∈ S,
or, equivalently,
minimize
subject to

max μhi (fi (x) − zi ) + ρ

i=1,...,k

k

(fi (x) − zi )
i=1

x ∈ S.

In order to get these problems in formulations (3) and (4), one must consider the parameters
and index sets indicated in Table 5. The reader is referred to Steuer and Choo (1983) for a
detailed explanation of how to choose μh .
3.4 Tradeoff methods
Given the current nondominated objective vector f h , the DM may wish to specify opinions
related to local tradeoffs or marginal rates of substitution (MRS) for the current values.
In this case, the DM is asked to choose a reference objective function fr , and then provide
MRSs mhri comparing each objective function fi to fr (i = 1, . . . , k, i = r). This information
can be approximated in the following way. Starting from f h , the DM is required to provide
the amount fih to be improved in the value of objective function fi that can exactly offset
a given amount, frh , to be worsened of the reference objective fr . Then, these amounts
allow us to approximate the MRSs as
mhri

frh
fih

(i = 1, . . . , k).

It must be noted that, unlike the previously considered methods, tradeoff based methods
cannot be applied, in general, to any multiobjective problem. In particular, they generally
require to calculate the optimal Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) multipliers at the current solution. To this end, some regularity condition (constraint qualification) has to be satisfied
at every iteration. Let us denote by λhri these optimal KKT multipliers. For more details
about how to calculate these values, see Luque et al. (2011). Besides, each specific method
may require other conditions (for example, convexity). The user should verify in the orig-
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Table 6 SPOT method

Index sets

Iαh = ∅

Iεh = {1, . . . , k} \ {r}

Weights

ωih = 0

–

ρ=1

εih = λhri − mhri

sε (varied)

ωrh = 1

Here i = 1, . . . , k and i = r

Reference levels

qrh = 0

Objective bounds

εih = fih

inal source of each method whether it can be applied to his/her problem. The MRS based
methods considered are the following.
3.4.1 SPOT method
The SPOT method was proposed in Sakawa (1982). Originally, this method uses a proxy
function (whose estimation goes beyond the reach of the GLIDE formulation) to determine
the step length at each iteration. Here, we use an adaptation of the method where this proxy
function is not necessary. In this case, after the DM has specified the MRS values, SPOT
solves the following problem
minimize

fr (x)

subject to

fi (x) ≤ fih + sε (λhri − mhri )

(i = 1, . . . , k, i = r)

x ∈ S,
where several values for sε are set and, in this way, different solutions are obtained. The DM
is then asked to choose one of them. In this case, the problems for both cases (differentiable
and nondifferentiable) are identical, and they can be obtained from formulations (3) and (4)
if we set the parameters as indicated in Table 6.
3.4.2 PROJECT method
Proposed in Luque et al. (2009), the PROJECT method is a modification of the GRIST
method described in Yang (1999). The method is based on the projection of the utility gradient (obtained from trade-off information given by the DM) onto the tangent hyperplane of
the efficient set at the current objective vector f h . By identifying an ascending direction in
the DM’s utility, new values for the objectives are obtained. If these values are not attainable, they form a new reference point q̂h , and an achievement scalarizing function is used for
maintaining local tradeoffs while a new efficient solution is sought. This efficient solution is
obtained by solving the problem
minimize

α

subject to

fi (x) − q̂ih
≤α
|q̂ih − fih |

(i = 1, . . . , k)

x ∈ S,
or, equivalently,


minimize
subject to

max

i=1,...,k

x ∈ S.

fi (x) − q̂ih
|q̂ih − fih |
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Table 7 PROJECT method

Here i = 1, . . . , k

Index sets

Iαh = {1, . . . , k}

Iεh = ∅

Weights

ωih = 0

μhi =

Reference levels

qih = q̂ih

Objective bounds

–

Table 8 Number of additional
constraints in each formulation

1
|q̂ih −fih |

–

ρ=0

–

GLIDE II-Dif

GLIDE II-NDif

Reference point

k

0

GUESS

k

0

STOM

k

0

NIMBUS

k − card(Ih ) + card(Ih< ∪ Ih≤ )

STEP

k + card(Ih≤ )

k

Tchebycheff

k

0

SPOT

k−1

k−1

PROJECT

k

0

k − card(Ih )

The values given in Table 7 have to be given to the parameters and index sets of formulations (3) and (4) to get these problems.
3.5 Number of additional constraints
In the original formulation of GLIDE (1), 2k constraints are added to the original constraints
of the multiobjective optimization model (2), for every interactive method considered in
this paper. GLIDE-II allows us to reduce this number of additional constraints. The actual
reduction depends on the method used, as shown in Table 8, where we can see the number
of additional constraints for each method considered, both for the differentiable (3) (GLIDE
II-Dif ) and the nondifferentiable (4) (GLIDE II-NDif) formulations. As we can see, some of
these reductions are significant. For example in the reference point method, only k additional
constraints are used in formulation (3) and no additional constraint in formulation (4). One
can expect the problems to be easier to solve (in terms of computational efficiency) when the
number of constraints is smaller. Some computational experiments are carried out in Sect. 4
to prove this statement.

4 Computational experiments
In order to compare the performance of the GLIDE-II formulation (in terms of computational efficiency), to the original GLIDE model, we have carried out computational experiments using several multiobjective optimization problems. The aim of these experiments
is to show that significant reduction can be achieved in function evaluations of the corresponding scalarizing function, when using the GLIDE-II formulation to solve the scalarized
problems associated to each method. For the experiments, we have used the twelve test
problems given in Miettinen et al. (2006) (P1 to P12), a quadratic problem, which has been
randomly generated using the scheme given in Goldfarb and Idnani (1983) (P13), and the
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Table 9 Dimensions of the test
problems

Problem

Variables

Objectives

Lin. constr.

Nonlin. constr.

P1

3

3

0

1

P2

2

5

0

0

P3

2

3

0

0

P4

2

3

1

0

P5

3

5

1

1

P6

2

7

0

0

P7

3

3

0

1

P8

3

6

0

1

P9

3

3

3

0

P10

10

3

3

5

P11

2

3

0

1

P12

2

5

0

0

P13

50

7

20

0

P14

30

2

0

0

nondifferentiable problem given in Fonseca and Fleming (1995) (P14). Table 9 shows the dimensions (number of variables, number of objective functions, number of linear constraints
and number of nonlinear constraints) of the fourteen tests problems.
All the convex problems (P4, P7, P9, P11 and P13) are differentiable and they have
been solved using the differentiable formulation (3), and the rest have been solved using
the nondifferentiable formulation (4). Besides, we have also solved all of them using the
original formulation (1).
In order to simulate the different styles of specifying preference information, we have
solved each test problem using the eight methods described in the previous section. The
settings of the experiments are the following:
1. We have carried out 10 iterations for all methods except for the Tchebycheff method,
where only 5 iterations have been carried out due to its higher computational cost (higher
number of intermediate single optimization problems for each iteration).
2. For the methods based on reference levels (reference point method and GUESS) and
classification methods (NIMBUS and STEP), we have randomly generated ten reference
points between the ideal and nadir values.
3. For the generating method (Tchebycheff), both the weight vectors and the objective vector chosen by the DM at each step have been randomly generated.
4. For the tradeoff based methods (SPOT and PROJECT), both the MRS values and the
nondominated vector chosen by the DM at each step have also been determined in a
random fashion.
The implementation has been done in the C++ language, using the interactive system
PROMOIN (Caballero et al. 2002), with each of the formulations considered. Next, we
present the results obtained in these experiments.
4.1 Differentiable case
In order to solve the convex intermediate problems in the differentiable case, we have used a
solver of the NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group) library (NAG 2000) that uses a sequential
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Table 10 Differentiable case—reduction in function evaluations
Problem

Ref.p.

GUESS

NIMBUS

STEP

Tchebycheff

SPOT

PROJECT

P4

100%

100%

90%

91%

94%

99%

83%

P7

79%

86%

94%

86%

73%

98%

82%

P9

95%

99%

88%

83%

95%

91%

98%

P11

60%

66%

57%

96%

96%

98%

87%

P13

86%

44%

94%

44%

64%

91%

90%

quadratic programming (SQP) method to find an optimal solution. The optimal solution of
this solver must satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions to the accuracy requested by
an optional parameter (we have considered 10−6 ) for all problems). For more details about
the precision of this solver see NAG (2000) and, and for an overview of SQP methods see
Fletcher (2000) and Gill et al. (1981).
In Table 10, we show the reduction, in terms of the number of evaluations of the scalarizing functions, achieved when using the GLIDE II-Dif formulation (3), instead of the GLIDE
formulation (1). For each test problem we have calculated the mean number of evaluations per iteration, using both formulations, and we show the percentage of evaluations that
GLIDE-II needs, when comparing them to GLIDE (that is, 100% means the same number
of evaluations, 50% means that GLIDE-II needs half the number of the evaluations GLIDE
needs, and so on).
As it can be seen, in most of the cases there has been a reduction of evaluations (only for
two instances of problem P4 the number is the same). These reductions can be significant in
certain cases. It must be noted that the number of evaluations was never very high for these
convex problems, using the algorithms mentioned above (the highest number of evaluations
for a single problem in these experiments was 143).
4.2 Nondifferentiable case
Although all the multiobjective optimization problems considered are differentiable, we
have chosen to solve the nonconvex ones using the nondifferentiable formulation, in order to compare it with GLIDE. Of course, they can also be solved using the differentiable
formulation together with a differentiable global solver. In order to solve the single objective
nondifferentiable problems, we have used the LGO Solver System for Continuous Global
Optimization (Pinter 2001, 2006). This solver uses a Branch and Bound + Local Search
scheme for some problems, and a Global Adaptive Random Search + Local Search scheme
for others. The stopping criterion is the improvement tolerance of the single objective function, which is applied in the local search phase. We have used the recommended default
value (10−8 ) for all problems except for P2, where we had to relax it (10−4 ).
In this case, we have not considered the tradeoff based methods in the computational
tests, because the SPOT method assumes the convexity of the problem, and the PROJECT
method needs, at least, differentiability. The results are displayed in Table 11.
Again, the use of the GLIDE II formulation did always produce (except in one instance
of problem P5) a reduction in the evaluations of scalarizing functions. In some cases, the
reductions are really significant (see, for example, problem P2). When using the global
solver for nonconvex problems, the total number of evaluations can be much higher than in
the convex and differentiable case (it was over one million for LGO in some cases), and thus,
the reductions are more important. In general, given that the number of additional constraints
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Table 11 Nondifferentiable
case—reduction in function
evaluations

Problem

Ref.p.

P1

96%

P2

27%

P3

GUESS

NIMBUS

STEP

Tchebycheff

89%

83%

86%

71%

29%

48%

67%

69%

69%

57%

61%

70%

66%

P5

98%

100%

91%

68%

52%

P6

76%

60%

78%

68%

40%

P8

77%

71%

90%

90%

88%

P10

97%

91%

90%

66%

91%

P12

98%

98%

99%

98%

98%

P14

92%

94%

98%

96%

98%

in the nondifferentiable formulation of GLIDE is higher (see Table 8), the reductions with
GLIDE-II are also more significant than those of the differentiable case.

5 Conclusions
Interactive methods are useful and realistic multiobjective optimization techniques and this
is why the number of such methods is continuously growing. However, they have two important drawbacks when using them in real applications. Firstly, the question of which method
should be chosen is not trivial. Different methods require different types of preference information from the DM, and generate efficient solutions in a different way. Secondly, there are
rather few practical implementations of the methods available. Many authors have already
stressed the need for systems that incorporate different types of interactive techniques. In
this paper, we have introduced a general formulation that can accommodate fourteen interactive methods.
From the technical point of view, this formulation provides a comfortable implementation framework for a general interactive system. The global formulation is complemented
with tables with the values of the parameters of GLIDE-II for each of the methods considered. This provides a simple implementation framework that makes it easier to create an
interactive system based on the GLIDE formulation. Besides, this implementation allows
the decision maker to choose how to give preference information to the system, and enables
changing it anytime during the solution process. This change-of-method option provides a
very flexible framework for the decision maker.
The GLIDE-II formulation presented in this paper is an evolution of the original GLIDE
formulation. By introducing some index sets in the parameters of the model, we have eliminated some constraints (the specific number depends on the method), and this results in
a higher computational efficiency of the formulation. We have carried out several computational experiments in order to prove this. GLIDE-II has got two different versions (differentiable and nondifferentiable). We have shown that the reduction of constraints in the
nondifferentiable case is higher, and so is the reduction of function evaluations in this case,
when compared to GLIDE. Let us mention that whenever using a scalarizing based method,
one has to select an appropriate single objective solver to solve it. Thus, selecting either the
differentiable or nondifferentiable version of GLIDE-II does not decrease the generality of
the approach—the choice simply is a step in selecting the solver used.
Moreover, we have included six more interactive methods in the GLIDE-II formulation,
and this brings the number of methods covered by our general formulation up to fourteen.
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This fact enables GLIDE-II to be the core part of the implementations of interactive decision making systems. Consideration of different general formulations capable of capturing
different scalarizing functions (including piecewise linear ones) is a topic of future research.
Development of GLIDE and GLIDE-II and using them as a general interactive solution
framework enables solving multiobjective optimization problems in a flexible way. When
combined with the computational efficiency provided by GLIDE-II, this enables convenient
solution processes for the DM when the type of preference information used does not have
to be fixed before the solution process. Many real-life problems in various application fields
require efficient and user-friendly solution approaches and GLIDE-II paves the way in finding acceptable solution methods and satisfactory solutions to the problems.
Acknowledgements This research was partly supported by the Andalusian Regional Ministry of Innovation, Science and Enterprises (SEJ-445 and P09-FQM-5001) and by the Spanish Ministry of Education and
Science (MTM2009-07646).

Appendix
Apart from the eight methods shown in the paper, many other interactive methods can be
accommodated under the GLIDE-II formulation. In this appendix, we show the values of
the parameters for one more reference point based method (visual interactive approach),
two classification based methods (modified reference point method and reference direction
algorithm), two trade-off based methods (interactive surrogate worth tradeoff method and
weighting method) and a method which works with both aspiration and reservation levels
(MICA).
For simplicity, in each method we just formulate the problems to be solved and we
present the table of parameters. Readers are referred to the source publications for further
details.
Modified reference point method
The modified reference point method (Vassilev et al. 2001) is a classification based method
proposed for integer convex multiobjective problems, which solves the following problem
in order to obtain each efficient solution:
minimize

α

subject to

fi (x) − q̂ih
≤α
fih − q̂ih

(i ∈ Ih≤ )

fi (x) − fih
≤α
q̂ih − fih

(i ∈ Ih≥ )

fi (x) ≤ fih
x ∈ S,

(i ∈ Ih= )
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Table 12 Modified reference point method
Index sets

Iαh = Ih≤ ∪ Ih≥

Iεh = Ih=

Weights

ωih = 0 (i = 1, . . . , k)

μhi =

levels

qih = fih for i ∈ Ih≥

Objective bounds

εih = fih for i ∈ Ih=

for i ∈ Ih≤

ρ=0

for i ∈ Ih≥
μhi = h
q̂i − fih

qih = q̂ih for i ∈ Ih≤

Reference

1
fih − q̂ih
1

εih = 0 (i = 1, . . . , k)

sε = 0

or, equivalently,
fi (x) − q̂ih fj (x) − fj
, h
fih − q̂ih
q̂j − fjh

h

minimize

max

subject to

fi (x) ≤ fih

i∈Ih≤
j ∈Ih≥

(i ∈ Ih= )

x ∈ S.
The values of the parameters and index sets are displayed in Table 12.
Visual interactive approach
The visual interactive approach (VIA) is presented in Korhonen and Laakso (1986), and the
intermediate problem is
minimize

α

subject to

fi (x) − (fih + sq (q̂ih − fih ))
≤α
zinad − zi

(i = 1, . . . , k)

x ∈ S,
or, equivalently,

minimize
subject to

max

i=1,...,k

fi (x) − (fih + sq (q̂ih − fih ))
zinad − zi



x ∈ S,

where sq is a step-length. In general, we can consider several values of sq and solve the
corresponding problems. However, the special case of linear multiobjective problems can
be solved by parametric linear programming (for more details, see Korhonen and Wallenius
1988).
The values of the parameters and index sets are shown in Table 13.
Reference direction algorithm
The reference direction algorithm (Vassilev and Narula 1993) is also a classification based
method proposed for integer linear multiobjective problems, which uses the intermediate
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Table 13 Visual interactive approach
Index sets

Iαh = {1, . . . , k}

Iεh = ∅

Weights

ωih = 0

ρ=0

Reference levels

qih = fih + sq (q̂ih − fih )

1
μhi = nad
zi − zi

Objective bounds

–

–

–

Here i = 1, . . . , k

Table 14 Reference direction algorithm
Index sets

Iαh = Ih≤

Iεh = Ih= ∪ Ih≥

Weights

ωih = 0 (i = 1, . . . , k)

μhi =

qih = q̂ih for i ∈ Ih≤
εih = fih for i ∈ Ih=
εih = q̂ih for i ∈ Ih≥

εih = 0 for i ∈ Ih=

Reference levels
Objective
bounds

1
for i ∈ Ih≤
fih −q̂ih

εih = fih − q̂ih for i ∈ Ih≥

ρ=0

sε

problem:
minimize

α

subject to

fi (x) − q̂ih
≤α
fih − q̂ih
fi (x) ≤ fih

(i ∈ Ih≤ )

(i ∈ Ih= )

fi (x) ≤ q̂ih + sε (fih − q̂ih )

(i ∈ Ih≥ )

x ∈ S,
or, equivalently,


fi (x) − q̂ih
fih − q̂ih

minimize

max

subject to

fi (x) ≤ fih

i∈Ih≤



(i ∈ Ih= )

fi (x) ≤ q̂ih + sε (fih − q̂ih )

(i ∈ Ih≥ )

x ∈ S.
The corresponding values of the parameters and index sets can be found in Table 14.
ISWT method
In the interactive surrogate worth tradeoff (ISWT) (Chankong and Haimes 1978), the DM is
shown tradeoffs among objectives, which the DM is asked to evaluate by assigning each of
them a value valhi in a given scale. Given these values, the intermediate problems take the
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Table 15 ISWT method

Index sets

Iαh = ∅

Iεh = {1, . . . , k} \ {r}

Weights

ωih = 0

–

ρ=1

εih = valhi · λhri · |fih |

sε (varied)

ωrh = 1

Here i = 1, . . . , k and i = r

Table 16 Weighting method

Reference levels

–

Objective bounds

εih = fih

Index sets

Iαh = ∅

Iεh = ∅

Weights

ωih (i = 1, . . . , k)

–

ρ=1

–

–

Reference levels

–

Objective bounds

–

following form:
minimize

fr (x)

subject to

fi (x) ≤ fih + sε · valhi · λhri · |fih | (i = 1, . . . , k, i = r)
x ∈ S,

where λhri are the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker multipliers associated to the current solution. The
values of the parameters and index sets are indicated in Table 15.
Weighting method
In the weighting method (Gass and Saaty 1955; Zadeh 1963), solutions are obtained by
solving the following problem

minimize

k


ωih fi (x)

i=1

subject to

x ∈ S,

for given weights ωih (typically summing up to one). This problem can be obtained from
GLIDE-II using the parameters and index sets given in Table 16. One should note that this
problem can find any efficient solution only for convex problems (see, e.g. Miettinen 1999).
MICA method
The modified interactive Chebyshev method (MICA) (Luque et al. 2010) has been proposed
for convex multiobjective problems, in order to deal with double reference point schemes
(i.e. with both reservation and aspiration levels). Given a reference point consisting of aspih
ration levels q̂h and a reservation vector ε̂ , at the first stage of the method some auxiliary
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Table 17 MICA
method—auxiliary problems
(first level)

Index sets

Iαh = ∅

Iεh = {1, . . . , k} \ {r}

Weights

ωih = 0

–

ρ=1

εih = 0

sε =0

ωrh = 1

Here i = 1, . . . , k and i = r

Reference levels

–

Objective bounds

εih = ε̂ih

Table 18 MICA method—auxiliary problems (second level)
Index sets

Iαh = ∅

Iεh = {1, . . . , k}

Weights

ωih = 1 (i = 1, . . . , k)

–

ρ=1

Reference levels

–

Objective

εih = ε̂ih

εih = 0 (i = 1, . . . , k)

sε =0

bounds

εrh = fr (x∗ )

(i = 1, . . . , k, i = r)

h

programs Pr (ε̂ ) for r = 1, . . . , k are solved:
lex minimize

fr (x),

k


fi (x)

i=1

subject to

fi (x) ≥ ε̂ih

(i = 1, . . . , k, i = r)

x ∈ S.
The first level of the lexicographic problem can be obtained from GLIDE-II using the
parameters and index sets given in Table 17.
Let be x∗ the optimal solution of the first priority level. Then, the problem corresponding
to the second priority level can be obtained from GLIDE-II using the parameters and index
sets given in Table 18.
Making use of the optimal solutions of the auxiliary problems, MICA builds several families of weights μh , and the intermediate problem of the Tchebycheff method (see Sect. 3.3.1)
is solved for each of them. Therefore, Table 5 can be used to get the corresponding problems in formulations (3) and (4) by considering the aspiration levels q̂h instead of the utopian
vector z . The reader is referred to Luque et al. (2010) for a detailed explanation of how to
construct μh .
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